






















3.2.7 Image quality
You want all images in your thesis to look nicely once printed but therefore the image will have to be of 
a sufficient quality. In printing this quality is expressed in DPI, in full Dots Per Image. The number of 
dots per inch (DPI) determines the resolution and therewith the quality of the images in print. In short, 
the more dots per inch an image holds the better the image will appear in print. Images which are made 
out of dots are called pixel-orientated. Typical file-formats are .jpg, .tiff and .png. But the more dots an 
image holds, the bigger it will be which makes processing them difficult if they are too big. Images 
designed for the web are usually 72 dots per inch (dpi) which keeps them small so they load quickly. 
When translated to print, these images will appear fuzzy and blurred and make your prints look blurry 
and unclear. For printing 300 DPI is ideal. Making the files bigger will only increase the file size not the 
quality. In Photoshop you can check the resolution if you go to image�image size. For windows you can 
find this at properties�details. 

Low/high resolution – bitmap images
If you have images below 300 DPI it will not automatically mean that it is not suitable. We suggest to 
zoom in to around 400%. If it still stays sharp it should be okay for printing. Everything below 150 DPI 
is better to be replaced if possible. To increase the resolution you can decrease the size of the image (the 
total number of dots in an image is a given so the dots per inch will increase if you decrease the total 
size) or you will have to go back to the source (original) and make a new photo/scan etc. with the correct 
output-settings. We will always check the resolution of all your images before printing and warn you if 
we encounter low-resolution images. If you send us your preliminary file we will also check the resoluti-
on of your images and inform you. 

3.3 Colors (CMYK vs RGB)
There are 2 sets of colors around. In printing CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow and the K = black) is used 
to create colors. On screens and in Micrsoft Word, Powerpoint etc. RGB (red, green and blue) is used, 
also called the light colors. We often encounter people who have RGB-images in their thesis. In princi 
possible difference between a low- and high resolution image once printed: 
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